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The application of deep learning techniques in natural language processing tasks has
been increased in recent years. Many studies have used the deep learning techniques

to obtain a distributed representation of features. In particular, the convolution neural

networks (CNN a) with the distributed representation have subsequently been shown
to be effective for the natural language processing tasks. This paper presents how to

apply the CNN to speech-act classification. Then we analyze the experimental results

on two issues, how to solve two problems about sparse speech-acts in train data and out
of vocabulary, and how to utilize the advantages of CNN in the speech-act classification.

As a result, we obtain the significant improved performances when CNN is applied to
the speech-act classification.

Keywords: Speech-Act Classification; Convolutional Neural Network; Word Embedding;

Deep learning.

1. Introduction

A dialogue system is a software program that enables a user to interact with a

computer using a natural language 1. Since an essential task of a dialogue system is

to understand what the user says, and a speech-act is a linguistic action and implies

the users intention, it must identify the speech-act of users utterance 2. Since the

speech-act classification is one of traditional classification tasks, its general approach

also relies on supervised machine learning methods that use lexical, contextual and

∗Corresponding author: Youngjoong Ko, E-mail: youngjoong.ko@gmail.com
aWe have summarized the abbreviations list in the Table 8 in the appendix.
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other semantic features for constructing the good classifier, such as support vector

machine (SVM) 3, conditional random field (CRF) 4, etc.

However, the input utterances of dialogue systems consist of a small size of text,

different from long texts in traditional text classification. Thus speech-act classifica-

tion usually suffers from insufficient information due to the short size of utterances

to well classify the speech-acts of the utterances. And they rely on a significant

amount of feature engineering and require expensive semantic resources. In par-

ticular, more elaborate feature engineering and semantic resources are required in

two cases; training classes (Rare Class) with low distribution in the training data

and classifying utterances with out of vocabulary (OOV ). In our dataset, the Rare

Classes, bottom 30% in the overall dataset, can often have a skewed ratio for target

and other classes, ranging from 1:10 to 1:50. That is the reason why they have lower

performances than high distribution classes 5. Since classifiers like SVM are trained

on features occurred in only training data, it is very difficult for them to resolve an

OOV problem. Moreover, these classifiers represent utterances by vectors created

from the bag-of-words approach so they do not preserve contextual information 6.

For utilization of the contextual information, they have to extract bigram and tri-

gram features or use the results of syntactic analysis. It is also an example of feature

engineering for speech-act classification.

In this paper, we employ the convolution neural networks (CNN ) with word

embedding to resolve two problems (the Rare Class and OOV problems) and to re-

flect the contextual information effectively. The first layer of CNN maps each word

of an input utterance into a feature representation by word embedding. The word

embedding is a distributed feature representation as an automatic feature engineer-

ing technique and its effect is grouping of words that share semantic or syntactic

properties. Such dense feature representation can make more improvement on Rare

Classes especially. Since even OOVs in an input utterance can be also mapped into

a feature representation by word embedding created from a large amount of corpora,

the OOV problem can be resolved in our method. Moreover, because CNN can use

a window approach that uses neighborhood words in a fixed size of window 7, it

helps us to capture the contextual information by local-range dependency in spite

of using only the unigram features. Therefore, CNN has three significant advan-

tages for speech-act classification when compared with SVM : 1) resolving the Rare

Class problem, 2) handling out the OOV problem and 3) reflecting the contextual

information effectively.

In the experiments, two different types of datasets, for the reservation task

(RES ) and the schedule management task (SM ), were used for speech-act classifi-

cation to verify CNN with the word embedding. The speech-act classification using

CNN achieved 87.0% in RES and 94.8% in SM that are relatively 2.4% and 1.9%

higher performances than ones of SVM on micro-averaging accuracy, whereas it

reported much more improvements on macro-averaging accuracy, 12.7% and 10.7%,

respectively. In addition, the experimental results were analyzed with respect to the

abovementioned three advantages of CNN and some improvements were reported
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in view of three advantages on both of two datasets. As a result, we think that the

proposed CNN can handle out two problems (the Rare Class and OOV ) well and

effectively reflect the contextual information in speech-act classification.

This paper is organized as follows. Related work is summarized in section 2. In

section 3, the CNN based speech-act classification model is described in detail. The

analysis of experimental results is conducted in section 4. Finally, we draw some

conclusions in section 5.

2. Related work

Some previous studies on speech-act classification have been based on rules ex-

tracted from a tagged dialogue dataset 8, whereas others have been based on sta-

tistical models learned from a tagged dialogue corpus1 2 9 . The initial speech-act

classification studies used rules that are extracted from a tagged dialogue dataset

such as linguistic rules and dialogue grammar. Lee developed a two-step speech-

act classification system using linguistic rules and dialogue flow diagrams 8. Choi

proposed a statistical dialogue classification model that performs both speech-act

classification and discourse structure analysis using the maximum entropy model

(MEM )9. Kang proposed to use a hierarchical structure to improve the speech-act

classification1. Ko recommended to use new feature weighting approaches for the

speech-act classification2. In particular, deep learning techniques have significantly

improved the state of the art on many research fields, such as speech recognition

and spoken language understanding 10 11. A deep belief network (DBN ) and a deep

convex network (DCN ) were demonstrated to be effective for domain classification

in spoken language understanding 12 13. Besides, several researchers have achieved

good performances in natural language processing (NLP) tasks by using word em-

bedding 14 15. Yoo proposed a bigram embedding based speech-act classification

model. Since this model uses dependency parser results, it has some drawback, slow

processing time, to be applied to real dialogue systems.16 Therefore, we tried to

study how to effectively apply deep learning techniques, CNN and word embed-

ding, to the speech-act classification in the real dialogue system in this paper.

3. Deep Learning Techniques

3.1. Word Embedding

The word embedding as feature engineering helps to automatically obtain the latent

features expressed as a real-valued vector form. It is trained using the neural network

language model 17. A V by k matrix is generated as a result of word embedding. Each

element in the matrix is initialized with a random value. Here, V is the vocabulary

size and k is the dimension of the word embedding. All context words, which are

n− 1 words in n-gram model, are first mapped on projection layer by lookup table

operation that finds a vector in the matrix based on the index of words. Then

the language model probability of the last word in the n-gram model is calculated
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through the hidden layer and the output layer 18. Finally, weights in the word

embedding are trained using the backpropagation. Several more effective training

approaches for the neural network language model were developed by changing the

architecture of the neural network language model. Collobert and Weston proposed

the ranking-based word embedding (RBWE ) approach 19. Given a word sequence s

and the document d that contains s, the score g(s, d) and g(sw, d) are calculated by

equation (1); sw is word sequence with the last word wt replaced by another word

wc in the word sequence s. The three-layer neural network is trained by minimizing

the following function 20.

∑
s∈d

∑
w∈V

max{0, 1− g(s, d) + g(sw, d)}, (1)

where V is the whole vocabulary.

Mikolov proposed a new architecture based on the neural network language

model for training word embedding: the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW ) model
21. The CBOW predicts the current word based on the context. Since the hidden

layer is removed in this model, the training speed is faster than other models

Fig. 1. RBWE and CBOW architectures.

For the word embedding, we exploited two kinds of tools: the ranking-based word

embedding (RBWE ) and continuous bag-of-words (CBOW or word2vec). Both of

the resulted word embeddings are trained with 31 billion lexical from the several

corpora in Korean language. The resulted word embeddings have the vocabulary

size of 100,000 and 64 demensions

3.2. Convolution Neural Network (CNN)

The CNN architecture has three steps: word embedding, convolution (or filtering)

and max-pooling. The first layer of the network transforms words into real-valued

feature vectors by a lookup table operation using the word embedding 7. Let xi

be the k-dimensional word vector corresponding to the i -th word in the utterance
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22. Then for convolution, the vector zi is defined as the concatenation of the word

embeddings of word i and its (w-1)/2 left and right words 23:

Zi = (xi−(w−1)/2, ..., xi, ..., x1+(w−1)/2), (2)

where w is the window size as a hyper parameter.

The fixed size vector zi can be fed to one or several standard neural network

layers by the convolution step that performs affine transformations over the zi
7:

ci = g(w · zi + b), (3)

where w is a matrix that is used as a filter, b is a bias vector and the g(.) is a

non-linear function such as the hyperbolic tangent.

The hidden unites in convolution layer are considered as the feature map. The

convolution has two types operation: narrow and wide 15. The wide type is chosen

in our CNN. If the n size of an utterance including two paddings is inputted, the

vector c is generated by the concatenation of c1 through cn−w+1 as follows.

c = (c1, c2, ..., cn−w+1), (4)

The CNN can deal with sentences with variable lengths by using the max-pooling

in the max layer.

mj = max{cji}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− w + 1, (5)

where cji is the j-th element in the vector ci. This idea is to capture the most

important feature for each feature map 22.

m = (m1,m2, ...,mo), (6)

where o is the size of the utterance-level embedding of an utterance. This final fixed

size vector, m, is used as an input vector to a fully connected neural network using

dropout and softmax methods.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Experimental Settings

To validate the CNN based speech-act classification method, two dialogue datasets

were used and they were collected for two different tasks, the reservation task (RES )
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and the schedule management task (SM ). The RES was transcribed from real

conversations occurring when making hotel, airline, and tour reservations 24. This

dataset consists of 10,285 utterances and 16 types of speech-acts. The SM is also

from real conversations for the schedule managements. This dataset is composed of

21,330 utterances and 8 types of speech-acts.

Table 1. Statistic on the number of the
training data and three types of test

data. (% means the proportion of ALL

to each test dataset, No-OOV and IN-
-OOV )

RES SM

Train 8,349 17,054

Test

ALL 1,932 4,254

No-OOV
1,494 4,036

77% 95%

In-OOV
438 218
23% 5%

Table 1 shows the composition of RES and SM datasets using the number of

utterances for training and test. Three types of test were conducted in the experi-

ments, In-OOV, No-OOV and ALL; In-OOV indicates the test data that consists

of only utterances including OOVs. And No-OOV indicates the test data that con-

sists of utterances without OOVs. ALL is a combination of two types of test data

(In-OOV and No-OOV ).

For fair evaluation, a held-out test data was used for the speech-act classification

because previous studies have used in the same datasets 1 2. As an evaluation

measure for the performances of the speech-act classification, we computed the two

accuracy measures.

Accuracymicro =
#of utterance′s found and correct

#of utterace′s labels correct
, (7)

Accuracymacro =

∑
of each label′s performance

#of labels
, (8)

where labels are target speech-acts. Accuracymicro (Micro) is the micro-averaging

accuracy in equation 7. Accuracymacro (Macro) is the micro-averaging accuracy in

equation 8.

4.2. Baselines

We considered two baselines: DBN and SVM.

DBN : it is a generative graphical model and alternatively a type of deep neural
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network. It can be formed by stacking the restricted boltzmann machines (RBMs)

and optionally fine-tuning the resulting deep network with gradient descent and

backpropagation 25. Let X be a matrix of inputs, RBM is trained on X to obtain

its weight matrix, W . Then W is used as the weight matrix for between all the lower

layers of the network. It is a deep learning technique without word embedding and

trained by only using training data just like SVM so they also have OOV problem.

Since the dimension of an input vector depends on the vocabulary size in training

data, it can commonly be very huge and it makes a training task difficult and time

consuming. In particular, since the first layer of CNN consists of a vector with

n∗w ∗k-dimension through the word embedding, it can resolve the large dimension

problem in the other deep learning techniques that use the fixed dimension of the

input vector. Here, n is the number of words in the input utterance, w is a size of

window and k is the dimension of word vectors in the word embedding. For exam-

ple, if the corpus has a vocabulary V of 100,000, the other deep learning techniques

require the 100,000 dimensions. On the other hand, CNN does only the 10 ∗ 3 ∗ 64

dimensions (1,920 is less than 100,000). In the experiments, the dimension of the

input vector is 3,927 and 2,617 in the RES and the SM respectively. The RBM

is trained with 3,927 * 2 and 2,617 * 2 hidden nodes using the 1-step contrastive

divergence learning (CD-1 ) 25. The CD-k uses two tricks to speed up the sampling

process. First, the Markov Chain with a training example is initialized and then

samples are obtained after only k-step of Gibbs sampling. The learning rate is set

to 0.1 and 1,000 fine-tuning iterations were processed.

SVM : this is the state-of-the-art classifier for speech-act classification. We con-

structed a multi-category classifier using SVMs based on the one-vs-rest.

In the speech-act classification, we used the two different types of features: lex-

ical features (content words, POS tags), discourse features (contextually previous

speech-acts). All features are weighted by a simple binary weight scheme in the

SVM classifier.

Table 2. Performance (Micro : micro-averaging accuracy (%)) comparison of the four

classification models; ER is the error reduction.

SVM DBN RBWE CBOW

Micro Micro ER Micro ER Micro ER

RES
ALL 84.9 86.2 8.6 87.0 13.9 86.7 11.9

No-OOV 85.3 86.9 10.9 87.4 14.3 87.3 13.6
In-OOv 83.8 83.8 0.0 87.4 22.2 87.0 19.8

SM

ALL 93.1 92.1 -14.5 94.8 24.6 94.4 18.8

No-OOV 93.7 92.4 -20.6 95.3 25.4 94.8 17.5
In-OOv 81.2 87.6 34.0 92.2 58.5 86.2 26.6
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Table 3. Performance (Macro : macro-averaging accuracy (%)) comparison of the four
classification models; ER is the error reduction.

SVM DBN RBWE CBOW

Macro Macro ER Macro ER Macro ER

RES

ALL 75.7 78.0 9.5 85.4 39.9 85.0 38.3

No-OOV 77.3 79.8 11.0 87.0 42.7 85.6 36.6
In-OOv 70.0 65.7 -14.3 86.0 53.3 85.6 52.0

SM

ALL 85.0 81.5 -23.3 92.6 50.7 91.5 43.3

No-OOV 85.7 82.3 -23.8 93.1 51.7 92.3 46.2

In-OOv 74.4 76.7 9.0 87.6 51.6 80.7 24.6

4.3. Experimental results of the CNN-based classification model

For all datasets, we used the same hyper parameters according to Kims approach
22. The pre-trained word vectors obtained from RBWE and CBOW were used as

Table 4. Performances for each speech-act in two datasets (%); N is the number of utterances in

each speech-act, Acc. is the accuracy, RI is the relative improvement of the performance, Avg. is the
average of RIs in bottom 30% or top 70%, Micro is the micro-averaging accuracy and Macro is the

macro-averaging accuracy.

SVM RBWE CBOW

Speech-Act N Acc. Acc. RI Avg. Acc. RI Avg.

RES

offer 8 12.5 50.0 300.0

72.2

50.0 300.0

74.2

reject 22 68.2 68.2 0.0 72.7 6.7

suggest 37 59.5 64.9 9.1 64.9 9.1

promise 40 82.5 92.5 12.1 95.0 15.2
accept 50 50.0 70.0 40.0 70.0 40.0

closing 69 92.8 95.7 3.1

10.2

97.1 4.7

8.9

acknowledge 69 60.9 82.6 35.7 84.1 38.1

ask-confirm 82 96.3 95.1 -1.3 96.3 0.0
request 84 71.4 88.1 23.3 87.7 22.8

ask-if 101 87.1 95.1 9.1 94.1 8.0

expressive 113 80.5 89.4 11.0 79.7 -1.1
opening 125 97.6 99.2 1.6 98.4 0.8

introducing-oneself 141 97.9 97.9 0.0 96.5 -1.5

inform 250 70.8 86.8 22.6 85.7 21.0
ask-ref 257 89.9 93.0 3.5 91.1 1.3

response 484 93.6 97.3 4.0 97.1 3.8

Micro 1,932 84.9 87.0 2.4 86.7 2.1
Macro 1,932 75.7 85.4 12.7 85.0 12.3

SM

inform 90 65.6 80.0 15.0
23.7

76.7 17.0
20.2accept 96 65.6 86.5 26.6 84.4 28.6

ask-if 116 75.0 87.9 12.0 86.2 14.9

expressive 373 98.7 99.5 0.8

2.8

99.2 0.5

2.4
greeting 403 97.0 98.0 1.0 97.3 0.3
request 655 86.4 93.3 7.6 91.9 6.4

ask-ref 911 94.1 97.5 3.7 97.0 3.2

Response 1,610 97.5 98.3 1.6 98.9 1.5

Micro 4,254 93.1 94.8 1.9 94.4 1.4
Macro 4,254 85.0 92.6 10.7 91.5 9.0
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the lookup table in our CNN model. Table 2 & 3 shows a performance comparison

of the CNN-based classification models and baselines, SVM and DBN. The CNN -

based classification models achieved better performance than baselines in both of

the RES and the SM. Two CNN models with RBWE and CBOW show similar

performances but CNN model with RBWE obtained a slightly better performance.

As shown in Table 4, the performances in the bottom 30% speech-acts with respect

to the number of utterances achieved higher improvement than the top 70% speech-

acts. Therefore, we think that the CNN -based classification models with the word

embedding can handle out the Rare Class problem. Significant tests were conducted

between SVM and the CNN -based classification models by one-tailed paired t-test

. As a result, all the improvements are statistically significant, p < 0.05. Table 5

shows results of the t-test.

Table 5. Results of significant tests by one–

tailed paired t-test.

Group1 Group2 RES SM

SVM RBWE 0.0021 0.0251

SVM CBOW 0.0035 0.0284

4.4. Resolving the OOV problem

The CNN model exploits the lookup table operation based on the word embedding

from the large size of corpora. Since most words in the input utterances can be

mapped into feature vectors regardless of the OOV, it can resolve the OOV problem

effectively. In our CNN models, words presented in the lookup table matrix (word

embedding) are initialized as the pre-trained word vectors, whereas words that are

not in the lookup table matrix are initialized randomly. As shown in Table 2 &

3, the CNN -based classification models achieved much better performance than

baselines for the OOV handling. The CNN model reduced 22.2% and 58.5% errors

on micro-averaging and 53.3% and 51.6% errors on macro-averaging in IN-OOV

experimental settings on the RES and SM, respectively.

4.5. Reflecting the contextual information

We analyzed how well the window approach using word embedding works to reflect

the contextual information. We conducted several experiments with three mod-

els with unigram features. For SVM, we added bigram features for exploiting the

contextual information. As shown in Table 6, the performance of SVM with the

bigram features achieved 0.5% relatively higher performance in only RES. How-

ever, the CNN models with RBWE and CBOW better performances than SVM

even though they do not use the bigram feature in both of datasets. Thus we think
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that this is evidence that CNN using word embedding can reflect the contextual

information effectively.

Table 6. Performance (micro-averaging accuracy, (%)) comparison

of reflecting the contextual information.

RES SM

SVM
unigram 84.9 93.1

unigram+bigram 85.3(+0.5) 93.1(+0.0)

RBWE unigram 87.0(+2.4) 94.8(+1.9)

CBOW unigram 86.7(+2.1) 94.4(+1.4)

4.6. Comparison with previous models

In this section, we compare our proposed model with previous studies that used

the same test data set, SM and RES : Kim’s model 24 and Kang’s model 1. The

benchmark models use additional information, a feature that boost the performance

of each method. However, we managed to overcome these performance using the

unigram lexical feature and previous SA as the discourse feature. Table 7 shows the

results from each speech-act model.

Table 7. Performance (micro-averaging accuracy, (%)) comparison of the proposed model and other

models.

Classifier Feature Hierarchy
Dataset

SM RES

Kang’s model SVM
lexical

yes 85.0 91.0
(unigram+bigram)

Kim’s model SVM

lexical

yes 86.5 -
(unigram+bigram)

discourse

(context based previous SA)

Proposed model CNN
lexical (unigram)

no 87.0 94.8
discourse (previous SA)

Lexical features include content words annotated with POS tags as a unigram

feature and POS bigrams of all words in an utterance as a bigram feature. Our

proposed model only uses the unigram feature. Discourse feature considers the con-

textual information of speech acts in the dialogue. When classifying a speech act

(SA), a previous SA is very important because some speech acts have adjacency

pairs. For example, if previous SA is an Ask-if, the current SA is more likely to be

Response. We directly use previous SA. However, when a dialogue includes other

dialog, previous SA and current SA are not adjacency pairs. Kim proposed discourse

stack for considering the sub dialogue. Nevertheless, the proposed model achieved

the best performance among them.
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5. Conclusions

This paper has studied the CNN based speech-act classification models using the

word embedding. We have constructed a series of experiments with CNN. And we

analyzed two issues: resolving two problems (sparse speech-acts in train data and

out of vocabulary) and the advantages of CNN, such as reflecting the contextual

information. As a result, when the CNN model with RBWE is used for the speech-

act classification on the RES and the SM datasets, it achieved the best accuracy

score of 87.0% and 94.8%. It is 2.4% and 1.9% relatively higher performance than

the baseline system, SVM and the macro-averaging accuracy is also improved by

12.7% and 10.7%, respectively. The performance differences in the experiments were

all statistically significant on t-test. In additional, we evaluated and analyzed two

issues through experiments and we found out that the CNN models resolve two

issues effectively. In future, we plan to apply some additional bigram features (e.g.

POS tag bigram) and a hierarchical structure of speech-act in previous studies to

improve our proposed model. We think that the embedding vectors of the POS tag

bigrams as the input of CNN can improve our model because they represent the

contextual information well. And we will design a CNN model that can reflect the

hierarchical structure of the speech-act.
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Table 8. Abbreviation list

abbreviation Full name

SVM support vector machine

CRF conditional random field

OOV out of vocabulary

RES reservation task

SM schedule management task

MEM maximum entropy model

DBN deep belief network

DCN deep convex network

NLP natural language processing

RBWE ranking-based word embedding

CBOW continuous bag-of-words

RBM restricted boltzmann machine

CD-1 1-step contrastive divergence learning

Micro micro-averaging accuracy

Macro macro-averaging accuracy

SA speech act


